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ABSTRACT

De novo design of antibodies targeting a specific antigen epitope has been a constant
challenge as in vivo strategies fail to alleviate this problem, with alternative solutions proving to
be either ineffective, controversial, or time consuming. To this end, the Costas Maranas lab has
defined a single workflow for not only the de novo design of an antibody but also the subsequent
affinity maturation of working antibodies using the Optimal Method for Antibody Variable region
Engineering (OptMAVEn), which employs Iterative Protein Redesign and Optimization (IPRO),
a core computational module, and a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation.
Herein, we effectively sift through OptMAVEn generated designs and glean vital stability
information about the antigen-antibody complex and rank these designs based on their interaction
energies, ultimately streamlining the discovery of potential antibodies by producing potential,
affinity-matured antibody designs that can be tested in vitro.
Despite OptMAVEn’s current ability to identify potential antibody designs at a high
efficiency, multiple aspects of this procedure remain undeveloped and unrefined in their design.
Therefore, we have upgraded OptMAVEn to OptMAVEn 2.0 by reducing CPU time and disk
storage, improving the selection of germline designs via clustering, installing a user-customizable
search space for antigen positioning, integrating OptMAVEn with IPRO for seamless workflow
and only relying on open-source softwares. To test the increased functionality of these new
additions, OptMAVEn 2.0 was benchmarked with the Zika virus, an infectious disease that had a
recent outbreak in North and South America. From this benchmarking, OptMAVEn 2.0 proves to
decrease the computational time, provide a more effective and streamlined workflow, and initiate
the start of a publicly accessible design process without hindering the quality of the design output.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background

Experimental Protein Engineering
Protein engineering is the design of useful and valuable proteins through structural
alterations. Since the early 1980s, there have been two main strategies of protein engineering:
rational design and directed evolution.1 Rational design uses pre-existing, structural knowledge of
the protein in question and mutates a specific site within the amino acid sequence to achieve a
desired functional change in the protein. Directed evolution, on the other hand, randomly mutates
any amino acid along the protein, mimicking evolution more effectively but perturbing structure
without sufficiently understanding the cause of the observed change.
Proteins are excellent candidates to be engineered. They are a diverse set of molecules.
They can be antibodies, anticoagulants, hormones, or interferons, just to name a few.2,3 Because
of their broad scope, proteins are biologically ubiquitous: they are found everywhere. As a result
of their broad applicability and their high presence biologically, proteins also have a wide range
of functions. They have the ability to replace a deficient or abnormal bodily protein, they can
interfere with a harmful organism or molecule, they can augment an existing, dysfunctional
pathway, or they can provide a novel, beneficial function within the body.4 Combining protein’s
functionality with this new methodology, scientists now have the ability to make the impossible,
possible. Previously, a protein found in nature was simply given and processes had to be
manipulated around the constraint of the protein. With this new experimental technology,
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researchers can generate novel proteins with improved efficacy, greater safety, reduced
immunogenicity and improved delivery.1
One of the earliest and most significant breakthroughs in protein engineering was
recombinant human insulin, created by Genentech and Eli Lily.5 Sometimes, natural insulin
produced by humans is deficient in diabetes mellitus, which prevents the body from properly
absorbing sugar. By genetically engineering bovine insulin, Genentech rationally designed an
insulin injection that augmented the insufficient insulin with engineered insulin that could now
correctly process sugar. Another breakthrough from protein engineering resulted in antibody
therapeutics. Because antibodies have high specificity and affinity for their targets, generating an
antibody that treats specific diseases and ailments was highly valued but not attainable until protein
engineering. Through chimerization, human antibodies were generated via non-human antibodies.6
By injecting antibodies into diseased animals and allowing those antibodies to proliferate in those
animals that survived, potent antibodies for that specific disease could be generated and then fused
to human antibodies to generate chimeric antibodies that could be administered to humans.
With protein therapeutics, researchers now have the capacity to generate high affinity
antibodies to any target through manipulation of amino acid residues.7,8 They can enhance existing
properties of proteins or incorporate brand new functions.9,10 Patients can more easily tolerate
engineered proteins as well because they can disallow negative side effects from being expressed
in the protein’s primary sequence.1 However, one major limitation to this new science is that the
production cost for recombinant technology is expensive and could potentially limit patient access
and clinical trial applicants.11
Because of this new technology, clinical studies greatly benefit. Although first generation
proteins are effective, second generation design by protein engineering offers improvement both
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in its efficacy and safety. As the result of increased knowledge in the scientific community,
researchers now know that drug mechanisms can be improved by following the drug’s metabolic
pathway.10 Therefore, there is a scientific push for improving these pathways via protein
engineering. Also, targets of drug delivery are understood in great detail and the pathobiology of
the disease is well known.12,13 From this knowledge, targets for disease prevention can be more
proactively and more efficiently attacked.
One of the greatest incentives for protein engineering is the commercial value of its
products. Valued to be worth $168 billion in the final quarter of 201714, protein engineering is an
extremely lucrative market, especially within the pharmaceutical sector, and is only continuing to
climb in revenue as shown in Figure 1. The industrial sector primarily contributing to this rise in
pharmaceutical revenue is that of antibodies. The global antibody sales revenue in 2013 was $75
billion, with forty-seven approved, monoclonal antibody products currently in the United States
and Europe.15 It is even estimated that, if the current approval rate of four new antibody products
per year remains constant, the global sales in antibodies will be approximately $125 billion in
2020.15

Figure 1: Revenue of the worldwide pharmaceutical market from 2001 to
2015 (in billions of dollars) (Statista.com)
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Most of this commercial success of antibodies can be linked to protein engineering
specifically. Recently, the industry of protein therapeutics has become seriously competitive as a
result of the high profit margins received by businesses already producing these products.
Consequently, businesses are beginning to compete with one another to develop therapeutics that
attack similar maladies.10 Additionally, this competitiveness between companies is only gaining
more traction because patents of high selling antibodies such as Humira (2013 sales of $11
billion15) are expiring, opening the door for other businesses to push their product into this
profitable market.16 Since antibodies have become commoditized, meaning they are turning into
significant and marketable goods in the eyes of consumers, there is huge motivation to develop
drugs that are unique and outperform competitors, giving rise to biosimilars.1 This incentive to
optimize previously successful antibodies has increased substantially and has pushed towards the
field of protein engineering.

Computational Protein Engineering
Despite all of these incentives behind experimental protein engineering, it does have a
severe limitation: most experimental protein engineering occurs through PCR and DNA
shuffling.17 Both of these experimental techniques propagate and proliferate segments of DNA to
cause beneficial mutations in the DNA, which can generate a unique protein. However,
experimentation cannot conceivably evaluate every single mutation. For instance, if a 200 residue
amino acid chain was undergoing directed evolution mutagenesis (in the context of antibodies,
Humira is 1330 amino acid residues in length, making 200 residues a conservative estimate18),
there are 20200 possible mutations for that one chain for all naturally occurring amino acids.17
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Experimentally, this is impossible to evaluate in a time-efficient manner. Additionally, on average,
a beneficial mutation occurs only once every 1000 mutations, which is extremely inefficient and
again, time consuming.17 Finally, besides the sheer volume of sample space that must be physically
evaluated, directed evolution cannot further mutate or add on to a previous mutation. Namely, once
a beneficial mutation occurs, it must be accepted that the mutation is inconsequentially correct
because the experimenter does not know where that mutation was generated. Therefore, no further
mutations can be randomly added because it might then ruin the integrity of the beneficial
mutation. However, there is still a possibility that a more favorable mutation remains, but it is
ignored because an intermediate was discovered instead.
Because of these major shortcomings, an additional method of protein engineering has been
developed to supplement and enhance the efficacy at which protein engineering discovers novel
proteins. This is computational protein engineering. Instead of relying on experimentally directed
evolution, computational protein design operates on rational design in silico (or through computer
simulation) and directs the formation of the lowest energy protein structure. By filtering through
massive structural databases and molecular potentials, calculating protein energetics at large
numbers of variable residue positions, and determining the lowest energy conformation with the
aid of computer speed, computational protein engineering can rationally reduce potential sequence
space before experimental screening which can lead to novel protein variants with improved
properties. For instance, Hayes et al created a novel variant of ß-lactamase that had a 1,280-fold
increase in resistance to cefotaxime, an antibiotic used to treat infections.20 They implemented
their Protein Automation Design system by eliminating protein sequences that were incompatible
with the specified fold of the previously existing natural enzyme and reduced the sequence space
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size. Then, they had a manageable number of experimental screenings, once they computationally
screened all of the potential sequence structures.
Ultimately, as outlined by the ß-lactamase experiment, in silico design allows researchers
to manipulate physiochemical properties in an efficient and streamlined manner. By rational
design, screenings are no longer run solely on experimental design with the hope of finding a
beneficial mutation and simply assuming that that mutation is the best one available. This inherent
control allows for concentrated functionality and enriched yet broadly diverse proteins. There are
also several other advantages of computational design over natural, experimental design. By
rationally designing and manipulating areas of the proteins that are scientifically understood and
observing how amino acid residues and rotamers are altered, a deeper, scientific understanding of
protein stability and folding can be achieved.20,21 Additionally, computational design utilizes entire
databases of information of pre-existing molecular structures.22 Therefore, the design is
manipulating naturally occurring proteins and enhancing them rather than randomly perturbing as
directed evolution does. Finally, because of this novel approach and its ability to shrink
exponentially large sequence possibilities into manageable structure variants, novel catalytic,
pharmaceutical, structural and sensing properties of proteins can be determined.20
Because of the major, potential role computational protein design has in guiding
experimental protein engineering screening, many researchers have begun to pursue this scientific
advancement. Sectors like the biotechnology, biomedicine, organic synthesis and the therapeutic
industry have greatly benefitted from computational design and are fast emerging trends in these
industries as a result of the race towards developing biosimilars against their commercial
competitors.1,23 Currently, there are two primary methods of computational protein design. The
first is redesign of existing proteins and the second is the de novo design of proteins, where proteins
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are made from scratch, without an existing backbone structure. Some of the benefits that have
emerged from redesign of existing proteins include increased thermostability, altered binding
specificity, improved binding affinity, enhanced enzymatic activity and altered substrate
specificity.24 De novo design provides novel protein folds, binding interfaces and enzymatic
activity enhancement.24 Ultimately, de novo protein design offers the highest potential because it
is not constrained like the redesign. Instead, even more unique and novel potential proteins can be
generated and experimentally screened in a time efficient manner to generate pharmaceutically
active agents that can aid industrial and global needs.

Relevance of the Zika Virus
Infectious diseases are an area of study that can utilize and benefit from computational
protein engineering. Over the past four decades, infectious diseases have become more relevant.
From a dataset of 12,102 outbreaks since 1980 to 2010, Figure 2 demonstrates that infectious
disease outbreaks have steadily increased over the past three decades, especially in virus and
bacterial outbreaks, such as HIV-AIDs, dengue, cholera, meningitis, Ebola and many others.25 This
spread of global infectious
diseases

has

evolved

primarily as a result of
wildlife, domestic animal
and human interactions.26
Human’s

increasing

capability to travel globally

Figure 2: Outbreaks of infectious diseases from 1980 to 2010
based on a representative 12,102 outbreak dataset
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have also enhanced the susceptibility of contracting and spreading disease.26 Travelers can visit
exotic locations, contract local diseases and return these diseases to their country of origin,
introducing a potentially harmful disease to people who may not be resistant to it. Commercial
travel, urbanization, contact with foreign animals, and breeding wildlife in captivity are also major
causes of disease generation and their consequential spreading to non-acclimated areas where these
diseases are not normally found.
One of these infectious diseases that has been present since 1952 but has been dormant for
the past five decades has been the Zika virus.27 Founded in the rainforests of Uganda in 1947, Zika
is a Flaviviridae virus that is transmitted by bites primarily from the Aedes aegypti mosquito that
causes symptoms such as fever, rash, joint pain, red eyes, muscle pain and headaches.28,29 Despite
the relatively weak adverse symptoms of the Zika virus, one of the most significant and detrimental
effects of Zika occurs to affected pregnant women. If a woman who is pregnant is infected with
Zika, that infection could spread to her fetus, exponentially increasing the likelihood of
microcephaly, which is underdevelopment of the brain of newborns, resulting in shrunken heads
and sometimes mental deficiencies, seizures, or movement and imbalance problems.30 GuillainBarré syndrome, a rare nervous disorder where the immune system attacks and damages muscle
cells, causing muscle weakness and sometime paralysis, can also occur to adult patients with Zika
virus, at a higher prevalence that those without the Zika virus.31
Only 14 known cases of Zika have been identified from 1952 to 2007 worldwide, but the
disease has only been concentrated in areas such as tropical Africa, southeast Asia, and the Pacific
islands.32 However, from 2007 to the present, more outbreaks have occurred on a global and
expanded scale. In 2007, French Polynesia and neighboring Oceanic islands experienced an
outbreak. Eight years later, another highly televised outbreak occurred in 2015, beginning in Brazil
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Figure 3: Prevalence of the Zika Virus in North and South America (knoema.com)
and extending to Latin America and the United States, and is still present in 2017 in the United
States. Figure 3 validates the real and existing impact that Zika is having in North and South
America, where this epidemic began. From 2015 to 2016, the Zika virus has increased from 21
countries with known cases to over 50 countries with known cases.33
It appears too that the Zika virus will not be eradicated in the near future. Not only can the
virus be transmitted from Aedes aegypti mosquitos but it can also be sexually transmitted via
semen or through blood transfusions. The Zika virus is also the fourth of a series of arboviruses or
those viruses transmitted by arthropods such as ticks or mosquitos. These have included dengue
fever in the 1990s, the West Nile Virus in 1999, the chikungunya virus in 2013 and now the Zika
virus.34 Because of rising global temperatures, scientists expect the Aedes aegypti global range to
spread into countries with colder temperatures as shown in Figure 4.36 David Severson, a professor
from Notre Dame’s Department of Biological Sciences, discovered the disturbing fact that
mosquitos such as the Aedes aegypti are evolving to handle colder climates, as evidenced by four
consecutive generations of these mosquitos surviving four winters in Washington, D.C.36 The Zika
virus has also been discovered to be moderately transmittable. According to multiple models, the
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Figure 4: Potential range of Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus mosquitos
Zika virus’s basic reproduction number, a transmissibility factor which is the number of cases that
one case generates on average throughout its infectious cycle, is between 1.5 and 6.6.37 As a
reference, the basic reproduction number for Ebola is 1.5 – 2.538, smallpox is 3.5 – 639, and measles
is between 12 – 1840. Therefore, although Zika is not as infectious as measles, it still is significant
in comparison to other infectious diseases, known for causing epidemics.
Currently, there is no vaccine for the Zika virus and one will not be available anytime soon.
As of March 2016, eighteen companies and institutions have begun and attempted to
experimentally discover and develop a Zika vaccine but do not think any products will be
commercially accessible until 2026, nine years from now at the earliest.41 In the meantime,
governments have been trying to subdue this epidemic through two principal and controversial
mechanisms. One novel yet controversial method, adopted by the government of Brazil, was to
eradicate the mosquito population by incorporating self-destructing genes into the population;
thereby, eliminating all of the mosquitos in the area.42 However, environmentalists do not support
this methodology because elimination of an entire species can cause unknown and destructive
consequences to the ecosystems. Another government policy in some Latin American countries is
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discouraging pregnancies. Human rights activists argue against this and cite that 56% of Latin
American pregnancies are unplanned.43 Therefore, this is not ethically correct or a practical
solution.
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Chapter 2: OptMAVEn

Introduction
De novo design of antibodies targeting a specific antigen epitope has been a constant
challenge as in vivo strategies (or those processes occurring in living organisms) fail to alleviate
this problem. Currently, vaccines are not being generated at a fast enough pace to address this
continuing epidemic and alternative solutions are controversial and have unknown secondary
consequences to the ecosystem and society, as previously mentioned. To this end, we, at the Costas
Maranas lab, have defined a single workflow for not only the de novo design of an antibody but
also subsequent affinity maturation of working antibodies using the Optimal Method for Antibody
Variable region Engineering (OptMAVEn)44,45, which employs a core computational module
called Iterative Protein Redesign and Optimization (IPRO)46,47 and a Mixed-Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) formulation48. Herein, we effectively sift through OptMAVEn generated
designs and glean vital stability information about the antigen-antibody complex and rank these
designs based on their interaction energies. The lower the interaction energy, the more stable the
complex is supposed to be. All of these energies are calculated using CHARMM force field
calculations which have the sum total of van der Waals, solvation and electrostatic terms.
However, we have made an open-source version of it as well, which employs VMD and NAMD
instead that makes it amenable for everyone to use. Ultimately, these designs are subjected to allatom MD simulations whereby the stability of the complexes are validated before performing in
vitro experiments (or those experiments occurring in a test tube). Finally, the stable designs are
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tested for affinity maturation by multiple residue mutations at the binding pocket to enhance the
stability of the antigen-antibody complex. An optional humanization step ensures that the designs
have considerable similarity to human antibodies so that they are not rejected by the body as a
foreign protein.

Detailed Summary
The entire OptMAVEn process
can be systematically categorized into
three distinct segments and is visually
outlined in Figure 5.44 The first step is
identifying

the

antigen

epitope,

configuring a mean binding site location
and generating an ensemble of antigenbinding conformations. The second step
utilizes the Modular Antibody Parts
(MAPs)

database,

which

is

a Figure 5: OptMAVEn summary workflow

comprehensive list of known variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) antibody regions, in
conjunction with the MILP formulation to determine the best scoring antibody conformations, to
form the lowest energy antibody configuration backbones. The third and final step of OptMAVEn
optimizes and refines these best scoring antibody conformations through computational affinity
maturation and humanization through the IPRO procedure to generate potential, novel de novo
antibody candidates.
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Using a precompiled list of 750 known antigen-antibody complexes and superimposing all
of these structures atop one another, a rectangular, three dimensional grid of the mean epitope
interfacial, contact coordinates was generated. Once this box of possible antigen-antibody interface
contact sites was defined, the structure of the antigen of choice (in this case the Zika virus) was
inputted. However, the epitope was manipulated through an energy minimizer script that evaluates
the interaction energies between the atoms of the epitope based on CHARMM energy functions.
Both van der Waals forces, which calculate the attractive and repulsive nature of interacting atoms
based on distance, and electrostatic forces, which calculate the attractive and repulsive attributes
of molecules based on charge, were considered by CHARMM in this calculation. Consequently,
this energy-minimized epitope within the defined rectangular grid was rotated and translated to
sample a manifold of conformational poses however constraining the coordinate center of the
epitope to the most negative Z position in the grid. This was done with the aim of maximizing the
exposure of the epitope to the interacting V, D, and J antibody regions catalogued in the MAPs
database. Each of the epitopes was rotated by 20° steps, about the Z-axis, while maintaining its
initial origin, to generate all of the antigen positions.
Figure 6 provides a summary of these procedures44: A refers to a sample set of all 750
antigen-antibody structures, B is the composite of those structures being superimposed on one
another, C and D is the generation of the rectangular grid based on mean complex interaction
coordinates, E is a sample, energy-minimized antigen with the purple section being the targeted
epitope, F is the rotation of the antigen so that it maintains its negative Z origin position, G is the
insertion of the antigen into the grid and F is the rotation of the antigen to generate all antigen
positions.
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Figure 6: Antigen conformational positioning workflow
At each generated antigen position, the interaction energies between the antigen and all of
the structures in the MAPs database were calculated and stored. As previously mentioned, the
MAPs database is a sophisticated collection of clustered structures, or molecular antibody parts,
that mimic all available human antibody structural conformations.49 In 1970, Kabat and Wu
discovered that the six complimentary determining regions (CDRs) of the heavy and light chains
were critical in the joining of antibodies to antigens due to their less conserved structures across
species.50 Although innately true, it has been determined that the entire antibody structure plays a
critical role in both (1) generating high binding-affinity antibodies to the antigen, and (2)
humanized antibody designs (such that they are not rejected by the human body as a foreign
antigen).44 This is one of the main reasons why de novo design techniques are powerful as
compared to algorithms that just design the CDRs, as was the case in OptCDR51. Employing full
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antibody data obtained from the ImMunoGeneTics information system (IMGT)52-57, the Costas
Maranas Lab has developed the MAPs database, using these downloaded structures, to develop a
series of core antibody parts that represent all possible antibody ensembles. 1,168 human,
humanized, chimeric and mouse antibodies’ prototype sequences were identified.49 Each of these
sequences were grouped using a clustering technique that compared the sines and cosines of the
phi, psi and omega dihedral angles found in each of the sequences and sequentially grouping them
based on similar dihedral angles length variances. However, based on IGMT numbering of
antibodies (V, D, J domains), the clustering of the variable region, specifically that of the heavy
chain, did not form distinct clusters due to the domain’s high variability. Therefore, a new
formatting technique was adopted and is incorporated in the MAPs database. Figure 7 visually
represents this difference in the heavy chain, where the new terminology is V*, CDR3 and J*, to
assign greater importance to the CDR3 domain and keep it intact. With this new terminology and
the same clustering technique, distinct clusters can be formed for all domains, include the CDR3
domain. From this technique, the Costas Maranas Lab generated the MAPs database (see Figure
8)49, where V-KAPPA and V-LAMDA represent two distinct forms of the variable light chain. In
total, with this database, approximately 1010 antibodies can be generated. More important than the
breadth of possible combinations is that, from the MAPs database, 929 modular antibody parts

Figure 7: Differences in MAPs database numbering (V*, CDR3, J*) and IGMT numbering (V,
D, J) when compared to the general antibody framework as a result of indistinct cluster formation
structures within the D domain of the heavy chain.
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collectively represent a finite
series of distinct and unique
clustered

structures.

For

OptMAVEn, each of these
MAPs was iteratively tested
and incorporated in the 3D

Figure 8: Number of models for each type of antibody variable
domain structures within the MAPs database

grid box so its CDRs were approximately on the xy-plane and perpendicularly located underneath
the origin of the negative Z point of the antigen of interest, corresponding to maximum contact
between the two interfaces.
Once the interaction energies were calculated between all of the antigen positions and the
whole collection of the MAPs, MILP formulation was implemented to determine the lowest energy
combinations from the MAPs database to interact with the epitope.44-45 Overall, this formulation
is governed by binary variables and applying these variables over the entire summation set of all
the molecular antibody parts’ interaction energies. Before explaining the series of formulae that
govern the MILP formulation, one must know the meaning of these sets of variables and
parameters and what they signify. The index set, I = {i│HV, HCDR3, HJ, LV, LCDR3, LJ, KV,
KCDR3, KJ}, denotes all of the MAPs, where H refers to the heavy chain, L refers to the LAMDA
chain, K refers to the KAPPA chain, V refers to the variable domain, CDR3 refers to the third
complementary determining region chain and J refers to the joining domain. Although there is only
one light and one heavy chain in human antibodies, the LAMDA and KAPPA chain are two
variations of the light chain. However, when one variation is applied, the other variation cannot
exist. This will be further addressed in the MILP formulation. The set P = {p│1, 2, … Ni}
symbolizes the number of MAPs at position i of set I. IPclash is a pairwise combination of two sets
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of MAPs positions that sterically clash with one another if used together. For example, if (i1, p1)
and (i2, p2) were contained in the IPclash set, they could not be placed within the same antibody
conformation. The binary variable Xi, p indicates if antibody part p at position i is designed (Xi, p =
1) or not designed (Xi, p = 0). Parameter Esi,p denotes the interaction energy between the antigen
and the antibody part p at position i. Switching parameters, Hd and Ld, act similarly to the binary
variable. If the H chain is designed (Hd = 1) and if not (Hd = 0). Ld for the light chain acts similarly.
Ultimately, with these parameters and variables in place, the MILP formulation is governed
by six equations, outlined below:44
9

𝑁𝑖

𝑠
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖,𝑝 𝐸𝑖,𝑝

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑝=1

𝑋𝑖1,𝑝1 + 𝑋𝑖2,𝑝2 ≤ 1, ∀(𝑖1, 𝑝1, 𝑖2, 𝑝2)

(2)

𝑁𝑖

∑ 𝑋𝑖,𝑝 = 𝐻𝑑 , ∀𝜖(𝐻𝑉, 𝐻𝐶𝐷𝑅3, 𝐻𝐽)

(3)

𝑝=1
𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑖

∑ 𝑋𝐿𝑉,𝑝 = ∑ 𝑋𝐿𝐶𝐷𝑅3,𝑝 = ∑ 𝑋𝐿𝐽,𝑝
𝑝=1

𝑝=1

𝑝=1

𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑖

(4)

∑ 𝑋𝐾𝑉,𝑝 = ∑ 𝑋𝐾𝐶𝐷𝑅3,𝑝 = ∑ 𝑋𝐾𝐽,𝑝 (5)
𝑝=1

𝑝=1

𝑁𝑖

𝑁𝑖

∑ 𝑋𝐾𝑉,𝑝 + ∑ 𝑋𝐿𝑉,𝑝 = 𝐿𝑑
𝑝=1

𝑝=1

(6)

𝑝=1

Equation 1 is the overarching and governing equation of the MILP formulation. It finds the
minimum summation over all nine modular antibody parts i at all positions p by designing
sequentially over the binary variable Xi,p, to ultimately provide the top lowest scoring interaction
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energies between a group of 6 modular antibody parts. Although Equation 1 is the foundation of
MILP, Equations 2 through 6 provide bounds and limitations for the design. Equation 2 ensures
that no pairwise MAPs (i1,p1) and (i2,p2) of the IPclash set are chosen simultaneously. Namely, if
one of the pairs is designed (Xi1,p1 = 1), then the pair that it sterically clashes with is not designed
(Xi2,p2 = 0). If none of a specific IPclash set are chosen (Xi1,p1 = Xi2,p2 = 0), then this also satisfies
the non-clashing requirement. Equation 3 guarantees that only one HV, one HCDR3 and one HJ
are designed at one once when HV is designed, ensuring that a full set of HV, HCDR3, and HJ
MAPs are generated per energy minimization in Equation 1. Equation 4 and 6 focus on the designs
of the LAMDA and KAPPA chains of the light chain. Equation 4 ensures that when position p of
LV is designed, both LCDR3 and LJ are also designed, while Equation 5 utilizes the same
mechanism for the KAPPA chain. As previously alluded to, because only one of these light chains
can be chosen at once since they are just variations of the same chain, Equation 6 guarantees that,
if the light chain is being designed, only one LV or one KV is chosen in the set of generated MAPs.
Due to the exhaustive, iterative procedure of this MILP formulation in order to find total energy
minimums of the MAPs with our specific antigen, CPLEX, called in Python, is utilized to compute
these minimums.
Once the MILP formulation is completed, the lowest total energy MAPs sets can be
selected. However, these solutions must be affinity matured to ensure that these designs are in fact
global minimum. Therefore, each design is iteratively tested through Molecular Dynamics (MD),
a simulated annealing program. This simulation randomly translates and rotates the MAPs’
distances and angles from their initial, “stable” position. These small perturbations were based on
a Gaussian distribution centered at the origin of the MAP of 0.5 Å for the distance and 5° for the
angles.44 In the most basic sense, what this simulation can prove is that the initial design could be
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a local minimum for the antigen it is targeting. Namely, if we partially alter its position within the
3D grid and it does not return back to its original position, but instead remains at the new position,
then our design is not a global minimum energy interaction and will not bind as our design
predicted. Those designs that do not return to the original position once perturbed are removed.
The others that remain fixed once perturbed after multiple iterations are selected for redesign and
optimization.
Because the MAPs are representative structures of all possible antibody parts, these
structures cannot be the final product of our design. Rather, they need to improved and redesigned
to increase their binding capability between themselves and the antigen. These antibodies must
also guarantee they are as human as possible (i.e. high humanization scores) so that they will not
be rejected by the body as foreign when experimentally injected. Both of these goals are achieved
through the IPRO procedure, which has been slightly attenuated from its original design to cater
to the requirements of OptMAVEn.
The IPRO procedure contains five iterative steps which are sequence design, backbone
perturbation, optimal rotamer selection, antigen redocking and energy evaluation. Sequence design
involves the random alteration in residues.44,45,47 For OptMAVEn, a set within the VH or VL
regions (because these have the highest variability and interaction with the antigen) has 1-3 of its
continuous residues randomly selected for mutation. Since CDR regions are the segments with the
greatest variability within the V regions and also are the primary binding locations for antibodies,
random mutagenesis provides a 3-fold higher preference to mutate CDRs than their counterpart
framework (FR) regions. When the residue fragments are mutated, they are screened for their
humanness by analyzing and comparing the new sequence to a series of 9-mer human antibody
sequences. Obtained from IMGT and PDB websites, 69,032 antibodies were selected and
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separated into 1,309,657 unique 9-mer sequences that were representative of all the antibodies
selected.44,45,52-57 This was performed similarly to how the MAPs database was collected and
clustered. From this, Equation 7 evaluates the human score (HScore) of the mutated sequence (S)
by evaluating the minimum number of mutations (Mmin) of the sequence over the entire 9-mer
sequences (N).44
𝑁

𝐻𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑆) = ∑ 𝑀𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑛 (7)
𝑛=1

As the overall iteration of IPRO continues, only the HScores that are lower than previously
calculated HScores are retained. If they are higher, those mutations are removed, IPRO restarts,
and new mutations are generated.
If the mutated sequence’s HScore is lower than its predecessors, backbone perturbation
occurs. Before backbone perturbation begins, the local refinement region is expanded to five
continuous residues on each side of the design position and those amino acids not contiguous but
within 4.5 Å of the design positions are also included. Within the design positions, phi and psi
dihedral angles are permitted to be randomly mutated based on a Gaussian distribution centered at
0 with a standard deviation of 1.5° and with maximum angle alterations of 5°.44 Within the entire
local refinement zone, amino acids are allowed to move to prevent a chain effect on the structure
that is not being redesigned. Those amino acids within the local refinement zone that do move are
mutated to the smallest amino acid, glycine, and undergo an energy minimization. Further
restraints of the dihedral angles are imposed to again avoid further downstream deconstruction of
the structural aspects of the rest of the sequence design that is not being perturbed. Those amino
acids not within the local refinement zone are fixed during this entire process.
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Once the dihedral angles are perturbed and consequent perturbations in the nearest
surrounding structures are formed, optimal rotamers are selected through a different MILP
formulation than the one previously mentioned. In this optimization step, design residues that were
perturbed in the sequence design stage are allowed to change residues and rotamers, whereas the
5 contiguous and continuous are only allowed to change rotamers. Therefore, MILP must dually
identify beneficial changes in design positions, while packing adjacent rotamers around the design
positions that minimize the interaction energies. In essence, interaction energies between all
antibody design residues (R) and non-antibody design residues (NR) as well as the R-R interaction
energies are calculated. Then, MILP formulation minimizes these interacting energies.
As before, sets and parameters need to be explicitly identified before the MILP formulation
is introduced. k, k’ ∈ {1,2, … N} where k < k’ is the set that defines the design positions of the
perturbed region, where N ∈ {1,2,3}. Set i, j ∈ {k-5, k-4, …, k, …, k’, …, k’-4, k’-5} is the set of
coordinates or positions within the entire perturbed section, including the flanking residues. Set r,
s ∈ {1, 2, …, R} defines the set of rotamers for i, j, respectively. Ri is the rotamer at position i. The
binary variable Xir designates if rotamer r at position i is designed (Xir = 1) or not (Xir = 0). The
continuous variable Zirjs defines whether the rotamer r at position i is designed simultaneously with
rotamer s at position j (Zirjs = 1) or not (Zirjs = 0). The energy parameter Eab defines the antigen to
𝑟𝑏
𝑎𝑟
backbone energy, 𝐸𝑖𝑟
defines the backbone to rotamer r energy at position i, 𝐸𝑖𝑟
defines the
𝑟𝑟
antigen to rotamer r energy at position i, and 𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠
defines the rotamer r to rotamer s energy at

positions i and j, respectively.
Using these sets, variables, and parameters, Equations 8-15 could be defined.44
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𝑎𝑟
𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 𝐸𝑖𝑟
(8)
𝑖

𝑟

𝑟𝑏
𝑎𝑟
𝑟𝑟
∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 (𝐸𝑖𝑟
+ 𝐸𝑖𝑟
) + ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑍𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠 𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠
+ 𝐸 𝑎𝑏 ≤ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 (9)
𝑖

𝑟

𝑖

𝑗>𝑟 𝑟

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 = 1,

𝑠

∀𝑖, ;

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 (10)

𝑟

𝑋𝑖𝑟 = 0,

𝑎𝑟
𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝐸𝑖𝑟
> 𝛿𝑖 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 (11)

∀𝑖, 𝑟;

𝑍𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠 = 𝑋𝑖𝑟 𝑋𝑗𝑠 ,

∀𝑖, 𝑟, 𝑗, 𝑠;

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑗 (12)

∑ 𝑍𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 𝑋𝑗𝑠 = 𝑋𝑖𝑟 ∑ 𝑋𝑗𝑠 = 𝑋𝑖𝑟 ∀𝑖, 𝑟, 𝑗 > 𝑖;
𝑠

𝑠

𝑠

∑ 𝑍𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 𝑋𝑗𝑠 = 𝑋𝑗𝑠 ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑟 = 𝑋𝑗𝑠 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 > 𝑖, 𝑠;
𝑟

𝑟

0 ≤ 𝑍𝑖𝑟𝑗𝑠 ≤ 1

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑗 (13)

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑗 (14)

𝑟

∀𝑖, 𝑟, 𝑗 > 𝑖, 𝑠;

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑖 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅𝑗 (15)

Equation 8 is the overarching function for this MILP formulation. It sums over all rotamers
r at all positions i for the minimum interaction energy between the antigen achieved at all positions
in the perturbation region. Although this is the objective function hoped to achieve, this equation
does not compensate for any potentially high interaction energies present within the entire
sequence. Equation 9 alleviates this issue by evaluating all interaction energies present within the
entire sequence and ensures they are below or have met a specific energy cutoff value. The first
term calculates the rotamer-backbone energy and the rotamer-antigen energy present for all
rotamers r at all positions i. The second term evaluates all rotamer-rotamer energies at all positions
i and j along all rotamer sets r and s. The third and final term calculates the antigen-backbone
energy. Equation 9 safeguards any volatile, high interaction energies from occurring between the
antibody and any of its surrounding environment. Equation 10 guarantees that only one rotamer r
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from the list of rotamers R is selected for all positions. Equation 11 prevents any rotamers from
being designed that have exorbitantly high energy values (δi) when interacting with the antigen.
Equation 12 ensures that in order for the continuous parameter Zirjs to be operating (Zirjs = 1) two
different rotamers (r, s) at two different positions (i, j) are selected. Otherwise, Zirjs = 0. Equation
13 and 14 guarantee that when one rotamer position pair (Xir) is chosen, only one other rotamer
position pair (Xjs) is selected. Finally, Equation 15 safeguards against more than two rotamerposition pairs from being chosen. Essentially, either no rotamer position pairs can be selected (Zirjs
= 0) or only two different rotamer-position pairs can be selected (Zirjs = 1). One important aspect
in Equations 9, 13, 14, and 15 to note is that j > i. By setting j > i, the program can sequentially
progress through each rotamer-position pairs and not skip any potential rotamer position pair
combinations.
Once this MILP formulation is completed, the entire perturbed region will now contain
energy-minimized rotamers between themselves and the antigen without compromising the
interactions between its own amino acid residues and rotamers. The fourth step of IPRO is the
redocking of the antigens to the now rotamer optimized structure. Based on a Gaussian distribution
centered at zero with 0.5 Å distance and 2.0° angle perturbations, the antigen is translationally
moved within the XYZ-plane.44 The same MILP formulation described in the rotamer optimization
step is utilized again and the net interaction energy between the newly positioned antigen and the
originally positioned antigen is calculated. The design is then accepted or rejected based on
Metropolis criterion.
Once the antigen is redocked and the net interaction energy is favorable within the
Metropolis criterion, the fifth and final step of IPRO can be initiated, which is a holistic energy
evaluation of the entire system. In this scoring function, multiple chemical phenomena are
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analyzed in the complex using CHARMM, including van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces,
bond lengths and angles, and dihedral angles, using the generalized Born implicit solvation energy
functions, which increase computational speed. Once these complex and interaction energies are
analyzed, the complex is again passed through the Metropolis criterion and accepted or rejected.
After a user-defined set of iterations through IPRO, the accepted complexes can be organized
based on the rankings of the top lowest interaction energies to produce a final set of de novo
potential antibodies.

Comparison between OptMAVEn and other Computational Algorithms

Overall, OptMAVEn is the only computational antibody tool which is capable of a de novo
design strategy. The core computational module is IPRO that employs CPLEX-based MILP
formulation to glean the optimal modular antibody parts (V, D, and J) by systematically sifting
through the MAPs database. Computational design centered around antibodies has become
extremely relevant especially within the 21st century as explained within Chapter 1. Seizing this
opportunity, other research groups have focused and have succeeded in their efforts to
computationally improve and design potential antibodies in ways differing from OptMAVEn.
Some researchers have solely focused on specific aspects that are incorporated into
OptMAVEn.58-61 These successful research projects have included (and are not limited to)
improving antibody-antigen recognition, refining antibody structure and stability prediction,
developing the design of mutations and antibody-antigen interfaces and progressing
immunogenicity prediction. For example, Brenke et al in a collaborative study between Boston
University and the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Israel created an effective docking program
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for their antigen-antibody complex.58 They discovered that phenylalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine
highly populate the paratope whereas the epitope lacks these residues. Instead of following most
models, which consider symmetrical similarity between the paratope and epitope, Brenke et al
modeled asymmetric potentials and revealed that this technique was more effective than modeling
and simulating systems symmetrically. Chaudhury et al at Johns Hopkins University developed
and implemented RosettaAntibody, a computational program that models homologies of antibody
variable regions with unknown crystalized structures.59 They achieved this modeling through
canonical CDRs, de novo design looping around the H3 conformation and backbone and side chain
optimization to predict structurally stable, potential antibodies.
Lippow et al, unlike that in the Brenke et al study, redesigned and improved the affinity of
antibodies by inserting single and double mutations within the CDR regions.60 It was accomplished
through both (1) energy evaluations on all possible point mutations and their subsequent energy
minimization and (2) rotamer selection governed by Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics and
continuum solvent van der Waals energies. In their process design technique, they utilized dead
end elimination, an algorithm for choosing residue combinations where designs are considered
“dead-ends” and eliminated when they cannot be further improved and are intermediate
combinations, and an A* pathfinding algorithm. These two overarching methods determine
possible point-mutated structures and their energies and determine their global energy minimums,
respectively. A rotamer library in conjunction with these generated globally minimized mutated
structures create a higher affinity antigen-antibody complex, validated by electrostatic interactions.
In terms of humanization techniques, Zhang et al developed a novel technique to humanize
non-human antibodies, specifically targeting murine antibodies.61 An epitope scanning mechanism
that uses linear scanning and conformational scanning is employed. The linear scanning
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sequentially analyzes epitope residue lengths of six amino acids, compares these sequences in
BLAST with human peptides, and if a low correlation exists, then it is considered a potential
antigenic location and therefore a potential redesign site. Conformational scanning analyzed the
3D structure of the antibody and if residues considered nonhuman were within 5 Å of each other,
these were considered conformational epitopes and integral in the functioning of the total antibody
conformation and were not tampered with. Applying this algorithm and determining non-human
sites that were not necessary in the conformation of antibody, these residues were replaced with
their human counterparts via Virtual Mutation. MD simulation then found the mutants’ global
minimums. These globally minimized and humanized antibodies were then superimposed on the
original murine antibody and the real mean square deviation (RMSD) value of the CDRs of each
mutant was calculated. Those mutants with RMSD values greater than 1.5 Å were considered
structurally different from the original conformation and would consequently not have the same
function as the original antibody. Therefore, those mutations that caused these changes in
conformation were back mutated (the mutation was restored to the original residue) and considered
key residues in the functioning of the antibody. The rest of the humanization alterations were then
maintained.
Ultimately, although all of these research efforts are strides towards the progression and
improvement of antibody design, they all focus on the redesign of existing antibodies and are
incapable of designing novel new antibodies. However, there exists other computational methods
that have successfully applied de novo strategies like OptMAVEn that center around other types
of proteins and contained uniquely different strategies. For instance, Kuhlman et al began their de
novo procedure by developing a 93-residue protein based on low energy sequence-structure pairs
integrated with sequence optimization and structure prediction to generate a topology not present
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within the Protein Structure Database.63 This residue structure was converted to a 3D protein
through RosettaDesign. Minimization of this new structure was accomplished through a four step
process that is similar but not as comprehensive as IPRO: (1) a maximum of 5 individual,
continuous residues were mutated and torsion angles that were consistent with known, human PDB
angles (from Ramachandran plots) were assigned (2) individual residue energies were calculated
and any residue with a new energy higher than the previous one was replaced with the lowest
energy residue (3) the backbone was perturbed to re-optimize the altered conformation (4)
Metropolis Criterion evaluated the overall energy of the new design. Although similar in overall
design to IPRO (random mutagenesis followed by optimization and then overall energy of the
system), docking simulation is not applied, nor is MILP incorporated to ensure that a minimum
interaction energy is achieved and the most stable structure is formed.
OptMAVEn is also an improvement on its previous version, OptCDR51, which follows a
similar approach, employing MILP and IPRO integration. However, OptCDR only focuses on
designing the CDR regions, not the entire antibody framework and variable regions, as expressed
in OptMAVEn by the integration of the MAPs database.51 Therefore, by integrating the entire
structure of the antibody, OptMAVEn provides a more comprehensive approach and considers the
entire functioning of the antibody, not just its CDRs. Additionally, OptMAVEn’s humanization
factor is an aspect that was not employed in OptCDR and provides a higher probability that the
antibody designed can be accepted and function within the human body.
Despite OptMAVEn’s uniqueness and comprehensive nature compared to other antibody
design strategies, one major de novo design strategy does exist that functions very similarly to
OptMAVEn. It is called AbDesign and its workflow is described in Figure 9.63 In AbDesign, two
databases are created. First, a Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM) is generated by comparing
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Figure 9: AbDesign Workflow
known antibody sequences with antibody classes that are similar in structure to one another,
determined by a position-specific iterative BLAST (PSIBLAST) technique.63 Second, backbone
conformations are collected and the most highly conserved conformations are maintained. Using
the collected backbone conformations and restraining these designs based on the PSSM (which
constrains the conformations generated), a representative scaffold, based on clustering, is formed
and docked to the target with low resolution docking. To redesign this scaffold, four antibody
segments are randomly selected and fifty backbone conformations from the database are chosen
based on length and torsion angle similarities.63 Implementing PSSM constraints, side chains are
repacked to improve surface and core antibody stability and the binding of the antigen-antibody
interface, while meeting energy and structure criteria. Finally, during this redesign, a novel, multiconstrained algorithm, dubbed fuzzy logic design, optimizes this newly defined structure by
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selecting the backbone segments that optimize binding energy and antibody stability. Equations
16 and 17 succinctly describe this fuzzy logic design with Equation 17 being the optimization
objective function.63 E can either be the binding energy (EB) or the energy of the unbound antibody
(ES), which is a measure of the antibody’s overall stability. o is the sigmoid midpoint and s is the
steepness of the sigmoid around the midpoint.
𝑓(𝐸) =

1
1 + 𝑒 (𝐸−𝑜)𝑠

𝑜 = 𝑓(𝐸𝐵 ) + 𝑓(𝐸𝑆 )

(16)
(17)

Equation 16 is simply a sigmoidal function that describes the energy of the current
antibody, while Equation 17 aims at having the lowest value possible, meaning the backbone
conformations in question have the highest binding affinity with the antigen and the antibody
maintains the greatest overall stability. Therefore, by this fuzzy logic design approach, when a
redesign occurs it goes through all of the possible backbone conformations possible to ensure the
best binding and stability. By incorporating energy evaluations after both the redesign and this
optimization step, enhancements in binding and stability are kept and further reformed whereas
those processes that don’t improve these attributes are discarded and the process is reiterated.
Ultimately, there exists both similarities and differences between AbDesign and
OptMAVEn. These similarities include (1) conformational database extraction and clustering to
form scaffolds (2) preferential redesign of variable regions over framework regions (3) energy
evaluations after each iteration (4) utilization of docking.
However, many differences do exist between these two algorithms. These differences
include (1) instead of segmenting the V*, CDR3 and J* regions, AbDesign segments the antibody
backbone by maintaining high structure conservation (2) AbDesign derives sequence based
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information to constrain sequence optimization (3) AbDesign conducts combinatorial backbone
redesign whereas OptMAVEn redesigns individual residues and torsional angles of backbones (4)
AbDesign is heavily reliant on closed source software, such as the Rosetta suite, while OptMAVEn
is currently transitioning to open source software (See Chapter 3) (5) AbDesign’s total process
time is 7 hours whereas OptMAVEn’s is days in length because of the more computationally
rigorous MILP formulation, IPRO optimization and MD simulation (6) LAMBDA chains are not
included in AbDesign whereas OptMAVEn’s MILP formulation incorporates choosing between
the KAPPA and LAMBDA chains. (7) designs within the canonical ensemble are visually removed
in AbDesign whereas OptMAVEn relies on an automated computational approach (8) AbDesign
only selects 50 H3 sequences when designing, while OptMAVEn evaluates all of the structures
within the H3 chain. (9) one clustered scaffold is produced in AbDesign whereas in OptMAVEn,
multiple canonical ensembles are generated and a discrete set is chosen based on calculated binding
energies and MILP integration (10) even after generating the clustered ensemble, AbDesign
continuously constrains its design on what has been previously found in antibodies, possibly
constraining the discovery of novel, potential antibodies, while the MAPs database is the only
aspect of OptMAVEn that utilizes existing information, potentially allowing for unique designs
to be generated (11) AbDesign utilizes fuzzy logic to optimize and redesign its antibodies while
OptMAVEn utilizes IPRO, integrated with MILP, to redesign its proteins (12) Docking in
AbDesign is applied to the conformational scaffold, whereas docking occurs during the redesign
in OptMAVEn.
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Chapter 3: OptMAVEn 2.0

OptMAVEn 1.0: The potential for improvement
Despite OptMAVEn’s current ability to identify potential antibody designs at a high
efficiency, many aspects of this procedure still remain undeveloped and incomplete in their design.
One aspect that has been targeted for optimization has been ranking the interaction energies
between the antigen and the MAPs database, once MILP optimization occurs, to become
candidates for redesign. In the previous version of OptMAVEn (OptMAVEn1.0), the interaction
energies were transferred to Microsoft Excel and collectively ranked, where lower energies
indicated a complex that promoted higher binding affinity. However, this system was flawed in
that the selection of the top designs was based on a non-empirical and sometimes inaccurate energy
threshold, independent of the antibody geometries. The current method alleviates this problem by
(1) reducing computation time to sample much more possible conformational designs and (2)
structurally clustering the designs to come up with the principal modes of binding to the antigen
and finding the most stable designs from them.
To this end, a clustering algorithm was generated to group structurally similar complexes
within clusters that represent these specific geometries and then rank the individual interaction
energies in each cluster. Once these clusters were ranked, the best interaction energies within each
cluster could be selected for molecular simulations to validate the claim. Consequently, this
procedure would provide a more fully automated system as well as providing a more representative
array of high binding-affinity complexes that would deliver a higher diversity of designs that could
be implemented into IPRO for affinity maturation and subsequent humanization.
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K-means Clustering Algorithm
K-means clustering was chosen as the clustering mechanism for this operation. Overall, kmeans clustering relies on Euclidean distance to determine what data points belong to which
cluster. The theory behind this clustering technique can be best described with a set of twodimensional data points being organized into two clusters. First, two centroids, or the centers of
the two clusters, are randomly positioned within the range of data points in the sample space.
Second, the distance between each data point and each centroid is calculated. The point that is the
minimum distance away from a centroid determines its membership to that cluster. Once every
point is associated with the centroid and cluster that it is nearest to, the total variance between all
points belonging to each cluster is calculated and the centroid is repositioned to give the cluster its
lowest possible variance. The algorithm then loops back to the initial step, calculating the distance
between each point and each newly positioned centroid. If any data point’s cluster membership
changes, the centroids are updated and further iterations are performed until none of the data points
change membership in two consecutive iterations. This is to ensure the lowest total intra-cluster
variance for the set of clusters (k). Once the centroids remain stationary, the clusters and the
associated data points are set, creating the final set of data point clusters.
To apply antigen-antibody complexes to k-means clustering, an algorithm that clusters
solely by Euclidean distances, a novel approach was taken. The 3D coordinates of both the antigen
and MAPs structures were compiled together to form a 13D array for each antigen-antibody
complex [x y z θ HV HJ HCDR3 LV LJ LCDR3 KV KJ KCDR3]. Despite this seemingly
feasible approach, the MAPs database numbering scheme is not necessarily based and ordered by
structural similarity. Namely, just because HV1 and HV2 are next to each other in the number
scheme of the MAPs database, they do not necessarily have similar geometries. To alleviate this
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problem, a Kolmogorov scoring algorithm was utilized to compare and align all antibody parts
within all the domains in the MAPs database, prior to k-means clustering. Kolmogorov scoring is
based very loosely on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that finds the maximum distance between two
sample distribution functions. Instead of simply finding a maximum distance, a Kolmogorov score
calculates the extent that an antibody part under question must be repositioned to align fully with
the other antibody part it is being compared to. For instance, there are 147 HV antibody parts
within MAPs (see Figure 8). Each antibody part within this set had its sequence and 3D coordinates
of its atoms aligned to all of the other antibody parts within the HV domain. Using the Kolmogorov
scoring described above, each of the 147 HV antibody parts is separately aligned and scored, where
each pairing generates a scalar score, generating a 147x147 matrix of scalar quantities each
representing the pairs’ ability (or disability) to form the other HV modular parts. In essence, these
scores represent the sequential and structurally similarity between all modular parts within the
domain, with 1 being the highest score, only achieved when two identical MAPs are paired.
Ultimately, for each modular antibody domain (HV, HJ, HCDR3, LV, LJ, LCDR3, KV, KJ,
KCDR3), a matrix, similar to the HV example, is generated, describing the holistic similarity
between MAP domains. Therefore, instead of simply generating a list containing arbitrary MAPs
numbering (i.e. HV1, HJ2, HCDR3, etc.), the program now creates an array for each domain that
represents the structural similarity between the chosen MAPs and all other MAPs within that
domain (i.e. {HV1-HV1, HV1-HV2, HV1-HV3, … HV1-HV147}, {HJ2-HJ1, …}, {HCDR3HCDR1, …}, etc.), where each pairing is numerically represented by its Kolmogorov scoring.
Applying this new coordinate scheming, the clustering now will group coordinates solely based
on structural similarities and cluster more efficiently.
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The final aspect that needed to be
incorporated into this k-means clustering
algorithm was selecting the number of
clusters (k) that would be generated;
specifically, identifying the optimum k
value that was the most representative of the
positional data set of antigen and antibody
part
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Figure 10: Reduction of total variance as the
amount
of clusters increases
Theoretically, if k was plotted on the x-axis
of a two-dimensional graph and the largest cluster variance was plotted on the y-axis, Figure 10
would be produced. Intuitively, this makes sense. When you have only two clusters, each point
only has two cluster that it can associate with, thus creating larger variances with smaller cluster
amounts as a result of larger distances between points and centroids. As k increases, the number
of distances that are extremely far away from the centroid also decreases and because variance is
squared, the cluster containing the highest variance drops. Eventually, the cluster begins to reach
a point where it begins to plateau; namely, the highest variance only changes incrementally
because the relative distances do not change by a considerably magnitude, resulting in clusters
with distances approximately equal after a certain point. Therefore, the addition of another cluster
at this point does not substantially change the variance. This point can be represented by the
“elbow” in the curve in Figure 10, where k = 6 is considered to be the optimal k value.
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Keeping all of these components of k-means clustering in mind, a MATLAB code was
generated to group all of the antigen-antibody coordinates into their appropriate clusters and select
the optimal number of clusters. Figure 11 displays this code in its entirety.
This MATLAB code can be categorized into two sections: lines 1-12 and lines 14-45. The
first section downloads and formats the data (i.e. the antigen-antibody complex coordinates) by
extracting, reading and editing the file (in this case positional_parts_all.csv), while the second
section determines the cluster pairing and the optimal number of clusters (k). The filename is
inserted in Line 1, and Line 2 saves this file as an arbitrary variable “A.” However, because the
dataset A includes both LAMDA and KAPPA MAPs, where only one can be chosen for every
complex, each row of the dataset A, representative of the 27,000 coordinate sets, contains blank
spaces. Therefore, Lines 3-12 cycle through each row of A, identifying empty spaces and replacing
them with 0’s. In this way, the algorithm (1) now evaluates the entire dataset because every
coordinate contains a scalar value and (2) standardizes the dataset by creating a consistent
coordinate mechanism so that LAMDA and KAPPA parts can be separately clustered.
Lines 14-18 begin the actual clustering of this edited dataset and contain initial, starting
values for the while and for loops contained in Lines 20-45. The global k command allows for k
to be inserted as a variable and have a changing value throughout the code. a_max is an array of
0’s that is the length of k. k =1 is the starting cluster value because, at a value of 1, it will contain
the largest total variance. ContinueFlag is the parameter that determines if the while loop continues
(ContinueFlag = 1) or not (ContinueFlag = 0). Initially, it’s set at 1; however, if ContinueFlag = 0,
the loop ends. StopValue is a chosen numerical value that is the threshold of the differences in
variances between each cluster, and determines where the elbow of the graph is. Overall, Lines
20-45 are where the clustering and determination of the optimal k occurs. The overarching while
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Figure 11: K-means clustering MATLAB code
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loop is contained in Line 20 and Lines 37-43 and determines the optimal k value, which will be
explained once the inner for loops are clarified.
Ultimately, MATLAB was the chosen programming tool when creating this initial code
because MATLAB contains a built in k-means clustering function. This function can determine
(1) idx, which is an array of cluster identification numbers that each complex belongs to (2) C,
which is an array of centroid locations for each cluster (3) sumd, which is a scalar array of the total
distance between all points to their associated cluster, and (4) D, which returns a matrix of
individual, scalar distances of each complex’s coordinates to all of the centroids (not just its
minimum distance value). As the while loop evaluates the optimal k, the k value increases by one
with each loop. Therefore, the kmeans function calculates the clustering with each loop until the
optimal k value is determined. Utilizing D, the minimum distance for each complex is calculated
by Line 22 and stored as min_D. Then Lines 24-34 loop sequentially over all of the cluster
identification numbers via the idx array. For each cluster identification number, beginning with 1
and continuing until k is reached, it searches for all coordinate sets associated with that cluster
(Line 26) and if that row matches the cluster identification number, it determines the variance by
squaring the distance between the point to centroid. Line 31 then adds all of these variances
together for each cluster identification number, and that value is labeled tot_var(i). Line 33 then
evaluates the maximum of each of the cluster’s total variance and stores this maximum value as
top_cluster. a_max in Line 35 then keeps a running tally of the top clusters found for each
incremental increase in k.
The final if statement is paired with the while loop. Because there are oscillations in the
a_max vs. k graph, only those values that cause a_max to decrease are evaluated because these are
indicative of the general trend when determining the optimal k value, as shown in Figure 10. If
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this is true, the difference between the previous a_max value (k-1) and the present a_max value
(k) are calculated and if that value is less than the StopValue threshold, ContinueFlag = 0,
disallowing the while function to work and stopping the iteration, retaining the k value as well as
all of the cluster assignments. These cluster assignments can then be utilized to rank the top scoring
interaction energies between each cluster and selecting those for refinement, ultimately leading to
a more diverse structural library.
This program is successful in that it generates a more comprehensive and representative
top scoring group of antigen-antibody complexes, which solves a major problem within
OptMAVEn 1.0. However, there are a few shortcomings to this code and the process in general
that must be alleviated. First, this process requires more manual inputs than were previously
needed. Now, the data must be transferred to Excel, the filename must be inserted into the code
and once the code is run, that data must be transferred back into Excel to be ranked based on
clustering. Additionally, OptMAVEn 2.0 (the improved version of OptMAVEn1.0) aims to
become completely open source, meaning the programs that are utilized do not require any licenses
making them available to the public for ease of use. MATLAB requires a license, but was chosen
because of the built-in “kmeans” function. To become fully integrated into OptMAVEn 2.0, this
code must be switched to run on either Python or C++ to become open source as well as adding to
the code to include internal rankings of each cluster interaction energies. Another additional
concern that must also be determined is selecting a StopValue that is indicative of the optimal k,
while keeping in mind the frequent oscillations in total variances that occur when sequentially
increasing the k value. Currently, the StopValue is arbitrary and the only true way of determining
the optimal k is through visual inspection.
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OptMAVEn 2.0 vs. OptMAVEn 1.0
As previously alluded to in the Introduction, experimental methods for the generation of
therapeutic antibodies such as using immunized mice or directed evolution are not only plagued
by a lack of specificity for antigen epitopes, but are also time consuming. This was the primary
motivation to develop OptMAVEn (hereafter called OptMAVEn 1.0), one of the early algorithms
for de novo design of antibodies against a specific antigen epitope. Herein, in addition to the kmeans clustering algorithm described above in detail, we have upgraded OptMAVEn 1.0 to
OptMAVEn 2.0 with the following additions: (1) reduced CPU time and disk storage; (2) improved
selection of germline designs via clustering; (3) user-customizable search space for antigen
positioning; (4) integration with IPRO for seamless workflow; and (5) dependence only on opensource softwares.
Subsequently, we have benchmarked these design alterations using a Zika antigen epitope,
that has shown to reduce the total CPU time and disk storage required to generate a set of germline
designs by approximately 74% (708,000 CPU-hours to 188,000 CPU-hours) and 92% (9000 MB
to 700 MB), respectively. These reductions can be partially attributed to the more selective criteria
for choosing antigen positions, which exclude positions having side chain van der Waals clashes
with the antibody. This reduces the number of initial antigen positions by 58% (18827 to 7852
positions). Removal of these clashing structures, which are ultimately rejected in the MILP step of
OptMAVEn 1.0, saves OptMAVEn 2.0 from performing the computationally intensive energy
calculations on them. Additionally, OptMAVEn 2.0 uses approximately 80% less disk storage by
not storing antigen coordinates for each position; instead, it stores one coordinate file and a file of
transformations that links it to all the antigen positions. Interaction energy calculations are by far
the most time consuming steps and generally take a couple days to finish. Therefore, OptMAVEn
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2.0 uses NAMD to further reduce the time taken to calculate the interaction energy between each
MAPs part and antigen position by roughly 40%, even after incorporating van der Waals energies
into the calculations, in contrast to OptMAVEn 1.0, which only accounted for electrostatic
interaction energies. In addition, the time taken to search antigen positions has also been decreased
by over 99% (from ~45 hours to 4.5 minutes) by using VMD, and this alleviates the problem of
some jobs being killed when they hit their walltime, proving that OptMAVEn 1.0 incompletely
sampled the antigen positions. Furthermore, the time taken to minimize the z-coordinates of the
epitope has been reduced by over 99% (from roughly 3 minutes to 0.5 seconds) and the epitope
center now lies on the negative z axis, rather than being skewed by approximately 2.5° as seen in
OptMAVEn 1.0. While the time taken to perform the initial structural relaxation has been
increased by roughly 25% (from 568 to 710 seconds), this increase is insignificant compared to
the overall reduction in CPU time. OptMAVEn 2.0 also yields a structure with a 15% lower energy
than OptMAVEn 1.0 when the relaxation step is run for a sufficiently long time (~3000s).
In addition to the improvements on existing steps in OptMAVEn 1.0, OptMAVEn 2.0 uses
a systematic k-means clustering technique, described in the previous section, as opposed to manual
selection of antibody designs with interaction energies below a certain non-empirical threshold in
OptMAVEn 1.0. The current method efficiently clusters approximately 27,000 antibody designs
based on their various geometric poses of binding to the antigen epitope and selects the ten lowest
interaction energy designs from each cluster. This ensures that these are the top ten possible
antibody designs for that particular antigen-antibody geometry.
Furthermore, OptMAVEn 2.0 has now been integrated into the IPRO suite of programs,
providing a single workflow for the twofold objective of germline design in OptMAVEn and
affinity maturation. Finally, OptMAVEn 2.0 is also fully open source as it uses VMD and NAMD,
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instead of CHARMM, for molecular mechanics. This manuscript provides an overview of the
methods involved in OptMAVEn 2.0, input language terminology, algorithmic details, software
implementation specifics and application highlights. OptMAVEn 2.0 can be downloaded at
http://maranas.che.psu.edu.

Conclusion
Once these implementations and improvements are integrated and refined within the
OptMAVEn framework, OptMAVEn 2.0 can become a streamlined, time-efficient approach to
construct novel de novo potential protein designs for any targeted epitope. The potential of this
computational method is enormous. Through the simple knowledge of an antigen crystalline
structure, an entire set of potential antibody designs can be generated, allowing for
experimentalists to perform in vitro studies of antibodies with extremely high potentials of
working, rather than continuously searching for designs through experimental techniques. In this
way, the entire design of antibodies from their design generation to approval by the FDA could be
efficiently streamlined and shorten the timeline significantly. Therefore, infectious diseases like
the Zika virus can potentially be treated quicker to give those affected the highest possibility of
survival. Though this possibility is the ultimate goal and utopian scenario, this is the potential that
this type of open source algorithm could provide to the public in the future.
However, with this high potential, serious limitations still stand in the way. First, this
technology can only be applied if a crystalline antigen structure is generated and the 3D structure
is known. For instance, the Zika virus’s structure was not fully known until April of 2016, six
months after it became a household name. Consequently, this process must wait months before
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any potential designs can be generated. Another potential limitation is determining which epitope
within the antigen should be targeted. Sometimes it is obvious based on minimal antigen-antibody
interfacial area. Yet sometimes, the antibody-antibody interface is large and multiple epitopes exist
or the interface interactions are completely unknown. Therefore, a streamlined and efficient
process must be utilized so that the most likely epitope for that particular antigen can be identified.
Another major limitation on this technology from being able to inconsequentially help streamline
the process of producing antibodies for commercial manufacturing is that it is not an exact science.
The de novo designs formed are labeled potential, purposefully. They are a set of antibody designs
that are the likeliest to neutralize an antigen based on physiochemical phenomena as well as
previous knowledge of other antigen-antibody complexes. Consequently, there is a possibility that
experimentally these designs do not produce manufacturable antibodies that are effective and
approved by the FDA either because the incorrect epitope was specified, the antigen-antibody
interaction does not interact like any other previously documented antibody, or any one of a list of
myriad reasons.
Ultimately though, despite major limitations that prevent this methodology from being the
be-all and end-all answer to antibody design, OptMAVEn 2.0 can significantly improve the design
of potential, novel antibodies in the future. By utilizing only open source software, any researcher
could generate possible antibody designs. In providing global access to this algorithm, more
researchers and consequently more designs can be generated, allowing for an exponentially higher
amount of potential designs to be generated, which can ultimately lead to the potential discovery
of novel antibodies to attack antigens with either established antibodies or antigens with no related
antibody associated with it. Additionally, not only can this technology be applied to infectious
diseases, but it can also be used to treat other, various diseases such as cancer, multiple sclerosis,
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rheumatoid arthritis and many other diseases with a targeted antigen. At the end of the day,
OptMAVEn 2.0 has an extremely high potential and still requires additional improvements to
provide antibody designs with the greatest potential for experimental success. Although it is not
quite to the ultimate standard, OptMAVEn 2.0 is a major step in the progression of de novo
computational antibody design.
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